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1 Introduction

The goal of algorithmic music composition is to
automate the process of creating music. One
wants to create pleasant music without or with
minimal human interaction.

This is a quite challenging task and currently,
the best algorithms are far inferior to human
composers. But over the years, progress has
been made and this report shall present some
approaches and common techniques used to ad-
dress this problem.

In particular, we will discuss use of genetic al-
gorithms for music generation. This technique
starts with a set of simple musical compositions
and iteratively improves them and makes them
more complex. This is a common technique for
algorithmic music generation [4] [5].

Section 2 shall serve as a short historic overview
over the subject. In Section 3 we will discuss
common approaches. Then, in Section 4 and 5
we will discuss a paper by Donnelly and Shep-
pard [3] in which they present an algorithm
which composes four-part harmonies using ge-
netic algorithms.

2 History

Algorithmic composition was already popular
before the rise of the computer. In the Renais-
sance, dice based composition games were pop-
ular. In such game, a composition was stitched
together from different fragments, where selec-
tion and order of these fragments was decided
by the roll of a dice.

Then, in 1957 Hiller and Isaacson [8] were the
first to make a computer generate a musical com-
position. They used a computer of the University
of Illinois to generate a composition for a string
quartet.

Another milestone happened in 1991, when
Horner and Goldberg [1] introduced genetic al-
gorithms into the domain of algorithmic compo-
sition. Until today, genetic algorithms remain
popular in this domain.

3 Music Composition As
Search Problem

We can see the task of algorithmic music com-
position as a search problem. The search space
is the set of all possible compositions and the
goal is to search through these compositions and
return a composition which sounds good. This
approach raises various challenges.

• First, we need a representation of the search
space: Shall we represent music as audio-
files, as sheet-music or maybe as some hier-
archical data-structure?

• No matter how we represent our music, the
search space of all possible compositions is
to big to search exhaustively, so we need
some heuristic to guide our search.

• Furthermore, we need to evaluate if a com-
position sounds good, which is a highly sub-
jective problem and hard to quantify.

The aim of this report is to present common tech-
niques to solve these problems. We will discuss
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how to encode compositions, how to use genetic
algorithms to guide the optimization process and
how to use musical rules to evaluate the quality
of a musical piece.

Music Representation

One option would be to represent compositions
as audio-files, such as .wav or .mp3 files. This
is the most precise description of a composition,
as it leaves no room for interpretation like sheet-
music does. But it has the disadvantage of very
high dimensionality, which is bad for searching.
Furthermore, it is hard to edit, e.g., it is a non-
trivial task to shift the pitch of a single note up
or down in an audio-file. Thus, in this report we
prefer a representation which only stores pitch
and duration of each note, which is more com-
pact and easier to manipulate. So the output of
the composition algorithm will be note informa-
tion such as sheet-music or MIDI-files, which can
then be played by human artists or software.

Searching Via Genetic Algorithms

Now we will discuss the use of genetic algorithms
to guide the search for pleasant compositions.
Genetic algorithms are a general purpose search
heuristic inspired by the evolutionary process of
species and natural selection. They are applied
in various domains and can conquer even large
search spaces efficiently. They have first been
used for algorithmic music composition in 1991
[1] [2] and has since then become common tool
for this task.

A genetic algorithm starts with a set of simple
solutions to the search problem, the first gen-
eration. Then, through an iterative process, it
computes further generations. Each generation
is a set of possible solutions and the quality and
complexity of these solutions shall gradually im-
prove with each new generation. In the case of
algorithmic music generation these solutions are
compositions.

In order to push towards better solutions, only
the fittest members of the current generation

should donate to the gene-pool of the next gen-
eration. Thus, once a new generation is created,
we evaluate the fitness of each member. How to
evaluate the fitness is highly domain-dependent.
It is common to define a fitness function which
maps elements of the search space to real num-
bers and is maximal for optimal solutions.

After the evaluation of each member’s fitness
comes the mutation and crossover phase. In this
phase we try to get better solutions to our prob-
lem by randomly modifying an already good so-
lution or by merging two good solutions into one.

The terms are taken from biology: Modifying a
single solution is called mutation and joining two
solutions is called crossover. These rules are ap-
plied multiple times on random solutions of the
current generation to yield the next generation.
In order to improve the global fitness, we choose
solutions with a high fitness value with a higher
probably than those with low fitness.

We iterate this process multiple times. By tak-
ing only the fittest members for the mutation and
crossover operations the global fitness should in-
crease with each generation. In the end, we may
stop if the fittest member of the current gener-
ation is good enough or does not improve any-
more, or if some other measure of convergence
is fulfilled. The fittest member of the last gen-
eration then is the final output. A flow chart
representation of this process can be seen in Fig-
ure 1.

Fitness Evaluation

If we want to use genetic algorithms for compos-
ing music, we need a way to evaluate the quality
or fitness of a composition. We will discuss three
different approaches to do that.

The simplest method of quality evaluation is to
simply as a human. Present a song and tell
him or her to rate it on a scale from 1 to 10,
as it is done in [6]. This is of course very easy
to implement and it may be particularly suited
to find a composition which one particular per-
son enjoys. But the overwhelming drawback of
this technique is that it is quite time-consuming.
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Figure 1: Flow chart of a genetic algorithm

If we were to run a genetic algorithm with 10
compositions per generation for 10 generations
(these are very modest numbers), a user would
already have to listen to and rate 100 composi-
tions. Since our goal was to automate the process
music composition as much as possible, we will
no further discuss this approach.

On the other hand, one could use machine learn-
ing techniques for fitness evaluation [7]. The idea
is to train a classifier such as a neural network or
a support vector machine by giving it a collec-
tion of compositions it shall consider good and
a collection it shall consider bad. After training,
when the classifier is given a new composition, it
decides which of those two collections the com-
position is more similar to. The composition is
then assigned a high fitness-value if the classifier
says that it is similar to the good ones and a low
fitness, if it is similar to the bad ones. This tech-
nique seems to be quite effective but is beyond
the scope of this report.

In this report we will discuss rule based fitness

evaluation. Here, we define a strict set of mu-
sical rules which a composition needs to obey
in order to be considered good. The better a
song sticks to these rules, the higher its fitness
will be rated. This approach has a strong mu-
sic theoretical background, as it is founded on
the observations the great composers have made
during the last centuries. These rules are com-
mon knowledge to anyone with a background in
classical music composition. In the next section
we will discuss a rating algorithm which evalu-
ates a composition’s fitness by checking for many
of these musical rules how well they are followed.
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Figure 2: Sheet-representation of a short com-
position. The four lines play in parallel.

4 Evolving Four Part Harmony
Using Genetic Algorithms

In this section we shall investigate how mu-
sic representation, genetic algorithms and fit-
ness evaluation are done in the paper ”Evolving
Four Part Harmony Using Genetic Algorithms”
by Donnelly and Sheppard [3]. The aim of this
paper is to develop an algorithm which composes
classical pieces, consisting of four parallel voices.
They use genetic programming to grow an initial
single chord into a larger composition and max-
imize a fitness function based on musical rules.

Musical Representation

In [3], compositions consist of four parts that
are played in parallel. Each part consists of a
list of (pitch, duration) tuples, which are played
sequentially. The pitches are restricted to the
C-major key and notes may have a duration be-
tween 1/8 and 8/8. An example can be seen in
Figure 2.

Genetic Algorithms

The first generation of the genetic algorithm is
initialized with simple C-major chords. Then,
with each new generation, these chords are
grown into more complex structures. Each gen-
eration contains 1000 compositions.

During the optimization phase of the genetic al-
gorithm the following operators are applied to

(a) input (b) output

Figure 3: Example of the pitch shift mutation
rule: The third note on the left was randomly
selected to be shifted upwards by a 5th.

the current generation: Mutation, crossover, in-
version and duplication.

The following process yields a composition of the
next generation: At first, one out of the four op-
erators is chosen randomly. Then, compositions
of the current generation are chosen as input for
the operator. Compositions with a high fitness
score are picked with a higher probably. Mu-
tation, inversion and duplication take one input
and crossover takes two inputs.

For the mutation operator, there are a total of
15 possible mutation rules. One of them is cho-
sen randomly and applied. These mutation rules
include shifting the pitch of a randomly chosen
note, duplicating a random note, changing the
duration of a random note or inserting a random
note. See Figure 3 for an example.

The crossover operator takes two compositions
as input and splits them both in two parts. Then
it creates a new composition by appending the
first half of the first composition with the sec-
ond half of the second composition. Inversion
and duplication operate on a single composition
by duplicating or inverting a short random in-
terval of the composition. These operators shall
iteratively evolve the initial generation of simple
C-major chords into more complex compositions.

Rule Based Fitness

The genetic algorithm needs to be guided by a
fitness function which evaluates the quality of
each new generation. We shall now discuss how
rules from music theory are phrased and imple-
mented by Donnelly and Sheppard [3] to create
such a fitness function. For each musical rule
they construct a fitness function and define the
total fitness as a weighted sum of these individ-
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ual fitness-values.

At first, let us take a look at some rules. There
are a total of 15 rules defined in the paper, but
we will only discuss three of them.

The first rule says, that between two consecutive
notes of the same part, there should be no jump
larger than the interval of a 9th. This rule shall
enforce that the melody flows smoothly and does
not jump all over the place.

Another rule orders the four parts from low to
high and states, that whenever two parts play a
note at the same time, the higher part needs to
play the higher pitch. This ordering is desired,
because if two melodies play at the same pitch it
becomes hard to distinguish between them and
the song starts to sound muddy.

A third rule says, that whenever two notes sound
at the same time they should form an harmonic
interval. We know from music theory that dif-
ferent intervals convey different moods. Dishar-
monic intervals like a 2nds or 7ths sound odd
or create tension and harmonic intervals, such
as 3rds or 6ths sound well. So the former shall
usually be avoided.

Now that we have defined some rules, we can
define a fitness value for each rule:

fitness(rulei) =
ni − vi

ni

where ni is the number of locations where rulei
can be violated and vi is the number of locations
where it actually is violated. So if the rule is
never violated the fitness becomes 1 and if it vi-
olated whenever possible the fitness becomes 0.

For example, for the rule limiting the magnitude
of intervals between consecutive notes ni equals
the number of note transitions in all four parts
and vi equals the number of transitions, that are
larger than a 9th.

Additionally, each rulei has a certain hand-
chosen weight ωi. The total fitness value of a
composition then is a weighted sum over all par-
tial fitness rules:

total fitness =
∑
i

ωi · fitness(rulei)

This way, important rules can be given a higher
weight. In summary, a composition will archive
a high fitness value if it violates as few rules as
possible.

5 Evaluation

The algorithm we just discussed creates four-
part harmonies by iteratively growing simple
chords using mutation and crossover operations.
After each step, a fitness value is assigned to each
composition by checking how well it obeys to dif-
ferent musical rules.

To the best of my knowledge, the authors have
not provided many compositions of their algo-
rithm and did not do a rigorous evaluation. They
say that after 100 runs of their algorithm, the
compositions yield an average fitness score of
2.668. The maximal possible score is 3. The au-
thors provided a single, 15-second composition
with the exceptional score of 2.94. This compo-
sition sounds quite pleasant to my ear. Locally,
it contains many of the desired properties of a
good composition, such as harmonic intervals or
contrary motion between parts. But it lacks a
global structure.

To me, it seems like this technique works quite
well if the musical domain is restrictive enough
that it can be formalized by simple rules. How-
ever, I see the disadvantage that for each new
genre the user of the algorithm has to analyze
this genre and formulate a set of rules. So algo-
rithmic composition approaches are still lacking
the skill and creativity of human composers.
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